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With the rapid development of the economy in our province, sustained growth 
of taxpayers and accelerated pace of building a service–oriented government lay great 
pressure on traditional modes of taxation and management. The limited space of the 
tax service halls can not offer convenient and efficient declaration services to the tax 
payers. In particular, these halls become over-crowded during the business income tax 
declaration period. The time and economic costs of tax collecting, declaration and 
payment of tax authorities and tax payers are both very high. Conflicts between 
tax-collectors and taxpayers grow increasingly prominent. How to make use of 
information technology to standardize tax management, simplify work flow, improve 
the service quality and efficiency of our provincial tax authorities to the tax payers, 
diversify modes of tax declaration, facilitate the taxpayers with quick and easy 
deceleration, and meanwhile ease the pressure of grassroots tax authorities and its 
staff, promote an overall scientific administration standard and tax paying service 
quality of national tax in our province, all these make it imperative to realize 
internet–tax declaration through information technology. 
     This dissertation discusses the relevant technology of the reception platform of 
internet tax declaration system. Starting form the analysis of the business needs and 
development objectives of the internet business income tax declaration system, it 
studies in detail and realizes the concrete declaration operation of business income tax, 
illustrates thoroughly about the design and implementation of the reception platform. 
Using UML mode etc. to conduct system modeling and design, using J2EE, XML, 
AJAX technology etc. to realize design function, and provides the system platform 
with properties of being safe, user-friendly, efficient, stable, multi-platform, and 
extensible.  
This research and the development and application of the reception platform 
offer solutions to the difficulties of taxpayers in filling forms and handling taxation, 
realizes the optimization of tax declaration process of Yunnan Province, improves the 
basic data quality of tax collection, gains preferable economic and social benefits and 
sets a paradigm for the systematic informatization construction of national tax system. 
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要求，至 2007 年电子申报必须达到 80%的比例。 

















































































































由于涉及技术较多，本章仅详细阐述 AJAX、XML、Hibernate 几项关键技术。 
2.1 CTAIS 系统的准备 







































































图 2.1 数据电文申报申请页面 
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